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Tokharian Buddhism in Kucha: 

Buddhism of Indo-European Centum Speakers in Chinese Turkestan before 
the 10th Century C.E. 

Mariko Namba Walter 

Kucha, in the present-day Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous region of northwestern 

China, was one of the major Buddhist kingdoms of Central Asia before Islamization 

began to take place in this area at the end of the tenth century C.E. The other Buddhist 

oasis kingdoms in the region were Shan-shan, 1 which was buried under sand by the sixth 

century C.E., and the kingdom of Khotan, which had been a flourishing center of Maha

yana Buddhism for centuries until around the eleventh century C.E. The language of these 

Central Asian kingdoms varied, as many different kinds of people settled in and around 

the Tarim Basin for many centuries. The Khotanese spoke a Middle Iranian language and 

the people in the Kucha and Agni region a language commonly called Tokharian. 

Tokharian is classified as an archaic Indo-European language, belonging to the so-called 

Centum branch of Indo-European languages.2 It has two dialects, Tokharian A, used in 

1 Shan-shan ~* was an ancient Buddhist kingdom near Lake Lop Nor on the 
southeastern rim of the Tarim Basin. The local name was Kroraina, the transcription of 
which in Chinese was Lou-Ian ~lMJ. This Chinese designation was used u~til77 B.C.E. 
The vernacular language of Shan-shan is unknown but the official language was a kind of 
Prakrit, or Oandhari. 

2 ToIcharian, which is particularly close to Germanic, belongs to the Centum or 
"Western" group of Indo-European languages. In contrast, the Sat em group includes the 
"Eastern" family of Indo-European languages such as Baltic, Slavic, and Iranian 
languages. Pulleyblank notes that lithe supposedly western features of the Tokharian 
languages are better explained as survivals in peripheral areas of features that were once 
found in common Indo-European." Edward O. Pulleyblank, "Chinese and Indo
Europeans," Journal of Royal Asiatic Society (1966): 13. Also see Emil D. Sieg and 
Wilhelm Siegling, '" Tocharisch, I die Sprache der Indoskythen, II Sitzungsberichte tier 
preussischen Akatiemie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin (1908): 915; Douglas Q. Adams, 
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the Agni region only for Buddhist texts, and Tokharian B found in Kucha for both 

vernacular and religious textual use. It should be noted that Tokharian is not the name of 

the language used in Tokharistan in Bactria,3 which was East-Iranian (Bactrian).4 

Despite such complications, the name Tokharian has stuck and continues to be used by 

both philologists and historians alike up to now. The Tokharian language continued to be 

used at least up to the end of the eighth century C.E., and HenningS suggests that the 

language faded away eventually, although this was not caused by drastic changes such as 

war. We do know, however, that the Tokharians disappeared from the stage of history at 

"The Position of Tocharian among the other Indo-European Languages," Journal of 
American Oriental Society 104 (1984): 395-402. 

3 T6kharoi in Greek, Tochari for Latin historians, Tukh8ra of Sanskrit, and Tu
huo-Io:m_ in Chinese texts all seem to point to "Tokharistan" in ancient Bactria, the area 
between the OXllS River and the Hindu Kush. In the seventh century C.E., however, 
Hsfian-tsang called twelve countries, some of them to the east of Khotan, as the ancient 
homelands of Tu-huo-Io (Tokhara). The exact meaning of the ancient homeland is not 
clear but it probably indicates a large scale migration and spread of ancient Tokharian 
people in and around the Taklamakan Desert. 

4 Ludwig Bachhofer, liOn Greeks and Sakas in India,1I Journal of American 
Oriental Society 61, No.4 (1941): 250. This rather confusing identification rests largely 
on the study of the colophons of the Buddhist text, Maitrisimit, in Old Turkish. MUller 

identified ToXrf in the colophons as ToIcharian, the language of Tokharistan in ancient 

Bactria. This was refuted by Bailey t who rectified the correct reading of To xri" as 
Twyri=toyari, but not the Tokharian of Bactria, and proposed that Tokharian A could be 
more appropriately called Agnean and Tokharian B Kuchean. See Harold W. Bailey, 
"Ttaugara,1I Bulletin o/the School o/Oriental and African Studies (BSOAS) 8 (1937): 883-
922; Walter B. Henning, II Agni and the 'Tokharians'" BSOAS 9 (1938): 545-570; F. W. 
K. Milller, It Beitrag zur genaueren Bestimmung der unbekannten Spracben Mittelasiens, 11 

Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften (SPAW), Berlin (1907): 
959-960; F. W. K. Muller and Emil Sieg, "Maitrisimit und' Tocharisch'," SPAW(1916): 
414-416. 

5 Walter B. Henning, "The First Indo-Europeans in History" in G. L. Ulmen (ed.) 
Society and History: Essays in honor of Karl August Wittfogel (The Hague, Paris and 
New York: Mouton & Co., 1978),215-230. 
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the same time the Turkic-speaking Uighurs came to dominate the parts of the Tarim Basin 

where they were located, so there may well be a causal relationship betwen the two 

events. 

How did such west Indo-European speakers come to exist in the midst of speakers of 

Chinese, Turco-Mongol, and East Iranian languages? As Tokharian languages have an 

archaic fonn showing relatively early separation from the other Indo-European languages, 

Henning suggested that the proto-Tokharians, originating from South Russia, were the 

first Indo-Europeans in history, appearing as "Outi" in Akkadian and Babylonian records 

of Mesopotamia. 6 According to him, these ancestors of the Tokharians moved to Persia 

and eventually appeared in Chinese Turkestan as the Yiieh-chih fJ ~ in the Kan-su 

region.' The question of the origin of the Indo-European speakers in Chinese Turkestan 

has to be considered along with the movements of peoples over an extremely broad area in 

Eurasia over several millennia up to ca .. 1 000 C.E.8 

6 Henning 217-219. Also see William F. Albright, n A Babylonian Geographical 
Treatise on Sargon of Aklcad's Empire," Journal of American Oriental Society 45 (1925): 
193-245; Cyril. J. Gadd, "The Dynasty of Agade and Gutian Invasion,tt Chapter XIX in 
Iorwerth E. Edwards, Cyril I. Cadd, and Nicholas G. L. Hammond, The Cambridge 
Ancient History, Vol. 1, pt. 2, 3rd ed. Early History of the Middle East (London: 
Cambridge University Press, 1971),417-463,595-643. 

7 Henning 220-221. Similarly, from the linguistic proximity of Tokharian to the 
pre-Gennanic dialects of late proto-Indo-European and other language~ such as Greek, 
Baltic, and Latin, Adams also traces the "wandering" of Tokharians. According to him, 
Tokharians separated themselves very early from the pre-Gennanic speakers and moved 
south or east and came into contact with the Greeks, perhaps in the fIrst half of the third 
millennium B.C.E., somewhere in the Moldavia region, before the Greeks entered the 
Balkans proper. The Tokharians continued to move eastward across· the north Pontic 
steppes and then the Central Asian steppes, where they briefly associated with some 
groups of pre-Indic speakers, before they appeared in history 2000 years later in Chinese 
Turkistan. See Adams 401. 

8 For recent archaeological and linguistic studies regarding the Indo-European 
speakers in the region, see Victor H. Mair, "Prehistoric Caucasoid Corpses of the Tarim 
Basin" and other articles in The Journal of Indo-European Studies, Vol. 23, No.3 & 4 
(Fall/Winter 1995): 281-437. 
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Wherever they are originated, Caucasian-featured residents of Kucha were fIrst noted 

by the Chinese in the Han-shu ms in the first century B.C.E. as one of the barbarian 

kingdoms in their western region which had been involved in many wars with the 

Chinese, along with the Hsiung-nu ~fl. (Mongolian nomads), Turks, and Tibetans. 

Exactly when Buddhism was introduced to Kucha from India is unknown since there are 

no historical records describing such a transmission. Nevertheless it is likely to have been 

around the beginning of the Common Era, since there were already some Kuchean 

missionary Buddhist monks in China from the third century C.E., a topic which will be 

discussed later in this paper. 

In this paper I would like to present a survey of Tokharian Buddhism in Kucha from 

the following three perspectives: first the fragmentary infonnation derived from the 

Chinese Buddhist literature including traveling monks' records, second from the 

Tokharian Buddhist, texts, and third from the art-historical evidence gleaned from the 

Buddhist paintings in the Kizil caves near Kucha. The issues we are concerned with here 

are the school affIliation of Kuchean Buddhism in its relation to Indian and Chinese 

Buddhism, and the relationship between the Kuchean kings and the Buddhist s3O)gha. 

Unlike in China, Mahayana Buddhism seems not to have taken a firm hold in Kucha, 

where monastic-based Nik8ya Buddhism flourished for over a millennium until the end of 

----the tenth century C.E. Despite this general tradition of Sthavira Buddhism,9 Kucha 

produced a major Mahayana translator called Kumarajiiva, to whom China owes a great 

deal for the transmission of major Mahayana siitras such as the Lotus Surra. Through the 

literature concerning Kumarajiiva and other monks of Kuchean origin, and through the 

study of Tokharian Buddhist texts, I hope to delineate the features of Buddhism in Kucha. 

9 This refers to the Buddhism based on the Community of "Elders," mainly the 
Sarvastiviidins in the case of Kucha 
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Buddhism in Kucha in the early period 

The early stage of Buddhism in Kucha, during the third century, is known from the 

activities of Kuchean monks in China, according to the various records of monks and 

from the lcind of siitras which were translated into Chinese by the Kuchean monks. 10 The 

name of Kucha, however, was already known in India before this time since the name 

appears in the Asokdvaddna (mJff.:E,,~\;tW § ~fi.as one of the countries which King 

ASoka intended to give to his son, Dhannavarddhana. The text is translated by Chih-Iou

chia-ch'en :st_1At!aI of the Ytieh-chih in the mid-second century C.E., thus this is the 

earliest appearance of the name Kucha in a Buddhist text. In the third century C.E., 

Buddhism in Kucha was spread first among the aristocrats. This can be sunnised from 

the fact that most of the Kuchean monks who came to China had the surname of Pai B or 

Po Iil, as a possible dynastic name of Kucha. For example Pai-yen B~, came to Lo-

yang, the capital of the Wei-dynasty in 258 C.E. and translated the Sukhavati-vyilha 

1ftt.7I7J,Sf~1t.,ll a Mahayana text, and a HInayana text. PO-yiian-hsin HlJCm, a 

Kuchean monk, edited the Saddharmapu1}rJarika-siltra 1E~¥., when Dharmar~Sl 

(Fa-hu ~~) had finished translating it in 286 C.E.12 Both monks have Pai or Po 

surnames and are considered to have been of royal or aristocratic origin. There was also a 

vice-envoy of Kucha who brought a Sanskrit text of the Avaivartya:-sutra rnIilibJU@ to 

10 Most of the references for Buddhism in Kucha are derived from the Ch'u san
tsang chi chi lit=:.ilHa_ [Collected Records on the Making of the TripiJaka] compiled 
ca. 510 C.E. by Seng-yu (445-518 C.E.), Kao-seng-chuan ~f_1~ [Biographies of 
Eminent Monks] by Hui-chiao ~~ (497-554 .C.E.), etc. 

11 The other name of the siitra is Amitdyu~a-vyuha or Sukhovati-vyilha. Nanjio 
Bunyiu, A Catalogue of the Chinese Translation of the Buddhist Tripitaka (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1883),21/22. 

12 The Collected Records, vol. 8, "Cheng fa-hua ching hou-chi" lEl!¥~~je 
(TaishO, vol. 55, 56c). 
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China in 284 C.E.13 From these records, summarized in the following chart, we fmd that 

Kuchean Buddhism was established and flourishing to an extent sufficient to send 

missionary monks to transmit both Mahayana (including early Tantric14) and Hioayana 

texts to China in the third century C.E. 

Texts Translated by Kuchean monks in the third centuo' C.E. 

Year (C.E.) Name of monk siitra 

258 Pai-yen: Wu-liang-ch'ing-ching p'ing-teng-ch-eh ching 1M:I1~it.lf~~~ 
EI~ Sukluivati-vyuha]; Ch'u-tsai-huan ching ~~J\t\tI [Srikantha

sutra15] (Hinayana class). 

284 Ch'iang-tzu-hou: A-wei-y-eh-chih-che ching rnr*l~u. (Pu-t'ui-chuan-fa-
~ T~ lun chig) ~~iIi~~.; Avaivartya-sutra or Aparivartikacakra

sutra. 

286 Po-yuan-hsin (ed.): Cheng1a-hua ching JEl*¥- [Saddharmapu1}4arika-
~JCm sutra] 

ca. 291-306 (Po EO Fa-chit: Ta-fang-teng ju-lai tsang-ching *1.i~~*ii~ and 
7!~g several other Mahayana and Hinayana texts including "Agama. 

ca. 291-306 Pai-yiian16: P'u-sa-shih ching~~iI.; Ta-ch'engju-lai-tsang ching ** 
13~ ~*Xi~ etc. Mahayana vaipulya, Tantric, and A'gama texts 

13 The other name of the siitra is Aparivartikacakra-sutra or Pu-t'ui-chuanfa-lun 
ching ~1J!~~~a See the Collected Records, vol. 7, "A-wei-yiieh-chih-che ching" 
lffiJ*ljJU3 (TaishO, vol. 55, SOb). 

14 Early Tantric texts such as Ta-kuan-ting ching *?lU and Mahtimayiiri
rajiii-sal1}yu/aarddhidluira1]i sutra were translated by Srimitra from Kucha in the early 
fourth century C.E., thus it is not impossible to believe that Tantric Buddhism was 
practiced to some extent in Kucha in the third century C.E. 

IS The siitra on removing fear, misfortune and anxiety. See Nanjio 97. 

16 He was not a Kuchean, but his master was probably Kuchean because of his 
name. 
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307-312 Po-shih-li-mi-tou-lo (Srimitra): Ta-kuan-ting ching *~:m*I; 
fflp~\!:~m Ta-k'ung-ch'iieh-wang shen-chou ching ~1t!.:E.iJlJl!Jl. 

[Mahti17Jayiiri-rtijiii-stm}yukttirddhidhdra1}i-siitra] 

(Source: K'ai-yiian lu rmJC~,17 The Collected Records, Liang Kao-seng chuan 
~iiif.f~.) 

Various fOnDS of Buddhism, both Mahayana and Hinayana, flowed into Kucha from 

the west and south by the trade routes from such places as Parthia, Bactria, Kushana 

(Oandhara), and Kashmir in the early phase of Kuchean Buddhism. Both Kucha and 

China were probably introduced to Buddhism about the same time, during the frrst half of 

the fll'St century C.E. However, Buddhism in Kucha settled and flourished much faster 

than in China, due to geographical and cultural factors in addition to the obvious fact that 

Kucha is a small oasis state. Kucheans received direct impetus from traveling Central 

Asian and Indian monks, who had fewer linguistic obstacles to overcome in Kucha in 

propagating the Dhanna than in China, and the Kucheans did not have a strongly rooted 

religion to counteract Buddhism such as Confucianism or Taoism in China. As the 

Kucheans established the early roots of Buddhism among themselves, they set out to 

introduce Buddhism to China in the third century C.E. 

Kumarajiva and Mahayana Literature in Kucha 

Among these monks from Kucha, Kumarajiva was the most well-known, and he 

established the ftrst phase of the translation of major Mahayana canons in China in the 

beginning of the fifth century C.E. His extensive works are, in qUality and its scale, only 

comparable to those of HSUan-tsang 300 years later in the seventh century. KumaraJlva 

was the flrst and the most prominent authority on the translation of Buddhist texts in 

17 K'ai-yiian lu is the record of 1,076 works compiled in 730 C.E. by Chih-sheng 
WJI.. It is the Buddhist Catalogue of the K'ai-yiian Era (TaisJuj, vol. 55, No. 2154, 477a-
723a) 

7 
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China, mainly Mahayana siitras, which triggered the later development of various schools 

in Chinese Buddhism. Kumarajiva was born in 344 C.E. as the son of a Kuchean 

princess and an Indian father, Jiva, and entered the monkhood when he was seven years 

old. With his mother he went to Kashmir and studied Hinayana texts such as the 

Sll11}yukta-pi.taka, Mtidhyamagama, Dirghtigama under Vandhudatta until he was twelve 

years old. On his way back to Kucha he stopped at Kashgar and studied Mahayana texts 

such as the Mtidhyamika-stistra, Sata-sastra, and Dvtidasanikaya sastra from the 

Mahayana teacher Sfiryasoma there. In Kucha, having been inspired by Mahayana 

Buddhism, Kumarajiva preached the Mahayana in the Wang-hsin temple :EfJT~ under 

the most influential master of Agama texts and the administrator of various major temples 

in Kucha. In fact Kumarajiva was not only tolerated by his Hinayana teacher but also 

gained favor and support from the king Pai-ch'un B*'li, and even managed to convert some 

Hinayana scholars to Mahayana. IS From this account relating to Kumarajiva, we can 

deduce that the Sarvastivadins and other Nikaya s8Il)ghas were dominant in Kucha in the 

fourth century C.E., although Mahayana had existed in Kucha from an early time. In such 

a climate of Hinayana dominance, KumaraJlva's enthusiastic support of Mahayana was 

probably considered non-confonnist, however, he does not seem to have suffered in any 

way, as he had already achieved fame and respect from the kings and noble monks in 

Kucha. 

What was the condition of the s8l1}ghas in Kucha during Kumarajiva' s time in the 

fourth century? Several names of the s8Il)ghas can be obtained from the preface to the 

vinaya text (praJimo~a text) for the bhik~uQis.I9 The largest was the Ta-mu-lan~!l~ 

18 Dhannabhadra (Fa-hsien liR) was one of the converts, who was persuaded 
probably by KumarajIva's teacher Siiryasoma (or Siiryabhadra) according to Fa-hua
ching chuan-chi li¥*I1~aB, vo1.6 (cited by Hatani 373-374). 

19 Pi-ch'iu-ni chieh-pen so-ch'u pen-rno hsii JtJi~l&*jiJTm**J¥ in the 
Collected Records, vol. 11 (Taisho, vol. 55, 79c-80a). 
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satl}ghariirna with 170 monks, the Chih-Ii-lan-chienifc.~~U with 60 monks, the Chien

mu-wang hsin-Ian _.:Effi~ with 50 monks, and the Wen-su-wang-Ian iJffi.m.±~ (King 

of Ush) with 70 monks. The teacher of Kumarajiva, Fo-t'u-she-mi 1*fI1~~, probably 

the head of the Sarv3stivadins in Kucha, ordained the monks and nuns under his 

administration in these four temples and three nunneries. Many princesses and daughters 

of aristocratic families east of the Pamir mountains came to Kucha to be ordained since 

Kucha was the only place where a nun could be ordained, being the center of the 

neighboring Buddhist kingdoms. 

Kumarajiva arrived in Lo-yang in 402 C.E. and translated over 300 texts for about 

fifteen years until his death in 412 or 415 C.E. Can all of these texts he translated be 

considered to have been from Kucha? It is plausible to suppose that most of the texts he 

translated were from Kucha as he spent much of his mature age over twenty years in 

Kucha despite his early education in Kashmir and Kashgar. If these sfitras are from 

Kucha, we can detect to some extent the nature of Buddhism in Kucha at that time through 

analysis of the kind of texts he translated, even though his texts were mostly Mahayana. 

Regarding the Prajoap8ramita class, he translated both the small and large Prajiiaparamita 

sutra,20 Vajra-Prajiitiparamita-sutra ~mdmi;a:., Prajiiaparamita-sutra on a 

Benevolent King f-'±~*@, Ta-chih-tu-Iun*WJj£fati or Maluiprajiiaparam'ita-upadesa, 

etc., some of which originated from Kucha since we know at least that Kumarajiva 

obtained the Fang-kuang po-jo ching 1iXJ'Gl&lia [Prajiiaparamita-sutra of Emitting light] 

in Kucha when he arrived back there from Kashmir. The most popular sfitras in Kucha 

seem to have been the Mahayana Mahavaipulya class, such as the Vimalakirti-nirdesa, the 

Mahavaipulya Mahasa1l}niptita sutra, and the Sukhavati-vyuha (Amitabha-vyuha), 

20 Hsiao-p'in po-jo ching IJ'~I&~. [Perfection of Wisdom Siitra in 8,000 Lines] 
and M ahaprajiiaparam'ita-sutra. 

9 
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judging by the relative amounts of Kumarajiva's translation. Perhaps some variety of 

Pure Land worship existed in Kucha, as some of the texts are related to Mai treya and 

Amitabha The Saddharmapu1}4arika-sutra (The Lotus Sutra) was widely read among 

the Kucheans even before the fourth century, as we discussed previously, and 

Kumarajiva re-translated it in twenty-eight chapters, probably using the Lotus-sutra in 

Tokharian for a reference.21 Tantric texts also existed in Kucha, as Kumarajiva translated 

several tantric texts including some dhar8l}is. Tannic Buddhism continued to exist in 

Kucha from the third century to the eighth century C.B. as is known from the fact that two 

tantric texts were transmitted to China from Kucha during the T'ang period.22 Moreover 

Kumarajiva translated three dhydna or Ch'an (Zen) texts including the Tso-ch'an-san-mei 

ching ~~~J!*M!, which is said to have later become an important text for Ch'an 

Buddhism in China23 There are also some hints in the Ming-seng chuan .t.ftH~, vol. 25 

that dhyiina was practiced in Kucha in the fifth century C.B. Least represented in 

Kumarajiva's translation corpus are the Avatatl)saka (Hua-yen ¥MX) and ParinirvaI)a 

classes, only one each of which was translated by Kumarajiva, who was likely to have 

obtained them somewhere other than Kucha. Lastly, regarding the vinaya texts, 

Kumarajiva translated five Mahayana vinaya texts and the Dasa-bhd1}a-vara-vinaya,24 

the vinaya texts of the Sarvastivadins, which he obtained in Kaslunir. Moreover, he 

21 See Kamata Shigeo, Chiigoku BukJcyo-shi [History of Buddhism in China], vol. 
2 (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 1983),278-9. 

22 Shih-Ii ching +1:1a Dasabala sutTa and FO-ling tsun-sheng t'o-lo-ni pieh-fa 
1U#JJlmJ.l1b5JUii (a version of U~l}i~avijyaya dhara"J). Hatani 362. 

23 Hatani 365. 

24 Shih-sung Iii. +~mf=1! [Sarviistiviida Vinaya] (Taisho, vol. 23, No. 1435, la-
470b). 

10 
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translated a vinaya text for nuns, the Shih-sung-pi-ch'iu-ni chieh-pen +MJtJiJ&*, the 

first text of this kind introduced to China 

During the fourth century Kumarajiva dominated the saJl)ghas in Kucha with his 

Mahayana perspectives until he was taken by the Chinese general Lii-kuang 8JV; to the 

Ho-hsi iiiJW region and eventually to China. It was a period of flourishing Buddhist 

culture in Kucha, as several distinguished Buddhist scholars including Kumarajiva and 

his teachers received full royal support from the kings of Kucha. For example, the king 

of Kucha, Pai-ch 'un s*'li traveled to the Ush kingdom in order to welcome back 

Kumarajiva, having heard of his achievements in Kashmir, Kashgar, and Ush.25 Having 

escorted Kumarajiva back to Kucha, the king made him sit and preach the dhanna on a 

golden seat in the shape of lion, covered with silk materials from Ta-ch'in *~ in the 

west. Royal support of Buddhism is also clear from the names of various s8II)gharamas, 

some of which were quoted before. Wang-hsin-ssu .3:tTw, where Kumarajiva stayed, 

means literally "kiog's new temple, tl which probably implies that a king commissioned the 

building of this temple. Similarly Chien-mn-wang hsin-IanU.3:.r1i also probably 

means a new s811}gharama built by the king Chien-mu and Wen-su-wang-Ian tAnf3:li, a 

s8Il)gharama of the king of Ush, was probably donated by the king for his country's 

fellow monks to study in Kucha. 

Post-Kumarajiva and Hstlan-tsang's report on Kucha 

From the fifth century, we also have some fragmentary information regarding the 

kings' favor to Buddhism. The Kashmiri monk Dhannamitra stayed in Kucha for several 

years from 424 C.E. under the protection of the Kuchean king, and had dreamed about his 

2S The Biographies of Eminent Monks, vol. 2, Chapter on Kumarajiva (Taisho, 
vol. 50, No. 2059, 33Oc). 
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visit to Kucha beforehand.26 Another monk, named Fa-lang t!~, originating from 

Turfan, who escaped from the destruction of Buddhism by the Emperor Wu-ti of the 

Northern Wei in China in 446 C.E., was also helped by the Kuchean king and stayed in 

Kucha for a while.27 Moreover, Dharmagupta, a monk from South India, who preached 

Mahayana Buddhism in Kucha for two years from 585 C.E., had to escape from Kucha 

secretly since the Kuchean king did not let him go, even though he explained that his initial 

aim was to teach the Dharma in China.28 These episodes illustrate how the Kuchean 

kings assisted Buddhist monks as the protectors of the dhanna. Similarly, in the seventh 

century C.E. HsUan-tsang, on his way to India, was also received by the king of Kucha 

with the highest respect. At the eastern gate of the palace in Kucha, the king awaited 

Hsiian-tsang with his ministers, the noble Sram8Qa Mo~agupta, and thousands of monks 

to welcome him. the next day, Hsiian-tsang perfonned a prayer/rite at the royal palace in 

the honor of the king. On his departure, the king ordered all his subjects to bid farewell to 

Hsiian-tsang on both sides of the streets to the gate in Kucha. 

Thus the Kuchean kings still had an interest in Mahayana Buddhism during the sixth 

century even after the death of Kumarajiv8, although Mahayana was almost non-existent' 

in Kucha by the time of Hsnan-tsang' s visit in the seventh century. In fact, Hsiian-tsang 

reported that the Kuchean monks did not show any respect to the Mahayana texts. 

Moqagupta, a Kuchean noble monk who studied Buddhism over twenty years in India, 

told Hsiian-tsang that it was not necessary to go to India since they had all the important 

26 The Biographies of Eminent Monks, vol. 3, Chapter on Dharmamitra. (Taisho, 
vol. 50, No. 2059, 342c-343c) 

27 The Biographies of Eminent Monks, vol. 10, Chapter on Fa-lang (Taisho, vol. 
50, No. 2059, 392c-393a) 

28 The Continued Biographies of Eminent Monks, vol. 2, Chapter on 
Dharmagupta (Taisho, vol. 50, No. 2060, 435b) 
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Buddhist texts.29 When Hsiian-tsang asked him if he could get the Yogacara siistras in 

Kucha, the noble monk replied that they were slanderous texts, which no real Buddhist 

disciples should study. Hsiian-tsang could not even accept the food with meat, which the 

king specially offered to him, since Chinese Mahayana monks were vegetarians and did 

not eat meat at all.30 

According to Hstian-tsang' s report,31 in the seventh century C.E. there were just over 

a hundred s8Jl)gharamas in Kucha With over five thousand monks, most of whom 

belonged to the Sarvastivadins. Their doctrine and the rules of discipline were like those 

of India and they learned to read original Indian texts, which implies that Kuchean monks 

read and studied Sanskrit texts. Both kings and commoners devoted themselves to 

Buddhism deeply and ceremonies and rites were perfonned gracefully and lavishly. There 

were many noble and influential monks such as MOQagupta in Kucha, who attracted 

many monks from the neighboring countries such as Turfan, Agni, and Pa-lu-chia "31m 
(Ku-mo ~fi= Aksu), where the Sarvastivadins had strong roots. The names of the 

saIl)gharamas in the seventh century are also known from HsUan-tsang' s report, for 

example, ACSrya (A-she-li-erh I»iI~JJI!1t )32 S8Il)gharama, and the twin temples east and 

west of the river flowing from the mountains north of Kucha under the name Chao-hu-li 

29 Such as the Abhidharmakosa-sastra and Mahavibha~a-sastra. 

30 Under the non-Mahayana traditions, monks could eat meat if they did not see or 
hear that the animal was killed for their consumption and if they were sure about it. This 
was called San-ching-jou ..:::~~ [three kinds of pure meat]. See Samuel Beal (tr.), Life 
of HSiian-tsang by the Shaman Hwui Li *m*-.ra ~ '='iI~ftili1~ (London: Kegan 
Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. Ltd., 1911) Book'2, 38. 

31 Samuel Beal (tr.),Si-yu-ki, Buddhist Records of the Western World, Translated 
from the Chinese of Hiuen Tsiang (A.D. 620) (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trtibner & 
Co. Ltd., 1880) 19-24. 

32 AScharya is also described in the Biographies of Eminent Monks, (vol. 2, 
Chapter on Kumarajiva) as Ch 'Ueh-Ii ta-ssu d*~, also in Tao-an's Hsi-yii chil!J!iUt! 
as Ch'Ueh-li ta ch'ing-ching ssu :aJl*i'Wit-:a:. The Wei-shu indicates that such a name 
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118'1'01#. The former was the sat1)ghariima where Mo~agupta resided and was used as the 

headquarters of the annual procession of Buddha statues. 

As in Khotan and other Central Asian countries, Hsiian-tsang reported annual and 

quinquennial Buddhist assemblies in Kucha, in which the king took a major part in 

promoting Buddhism and social cohesion. 

Every year at the autumnal equinox, during ten several days, the priests assemble 
from all the country in this place. The king and all his people, from the highest to 
the lowest, on this occasion abstain from public business, and observe a religious 
fas~; they listen to the sacred teachings of the law and pass the days without 
weariness.33 

On the occasion, thousands of the people flocked to see the procession of Buddha images, 

decorated with silk clothes and shining with jewelry. HsUan-tsang also briefly reported on 

the ceremony ofpaiica-var~ikii-pari~ad, which was held every five years for the king to 

give offerings to the Buddhas and to almost every class of people including monks, 

scholars, hennits, and poor people. In India,34 the king made offerings to the people until 

his personal belongings were given away and his state-treasury became empty, which was 

then filled and compensated by the donations of other neighboring kings and aristocrats to 

the king. The ceremony in Kucha was very likely to have been perfonned in the same 

also existed in Gandhara for a sarJ)gharama supposedly built by King Kam,lca. ~ee Wei
shu, Hsi-yU chuan j§'JJ&1~ (Peking: Chung-hua shu-cha, 1974), 2259-2261. Pelliot explains 
that the name originated from ciikri or ciigriii, a Tokharian word for a religious building or 
stiipa. In Yagnobi, Parachi, and Ormuni, dialects of the Pamir and Hindu Kush regions 
of the present day, a temple is called cakka, cuki, sakek, ciiki, or saldkata. See Paul Pelliot, 
"Tokharian et Koutcheen,1I Journal Asiatique (1934), 87. George Morgenstierne, Indo
Iranian Frontier Languages, II (Oslo: H. Aschhoug, 1929),245 and 290. 

33 Beal (tr.), Si-yu-ki 21-22. 

34 For an example of the scale of the paiica-var~ikQ-pari~ad, see HsUan-tsang's 
Buddhist Record o/the Western World Vol. 5, chapter 3, Prayaga kingdom ft&IfIHIJJOO 
near Varunasi. Beal233. 
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manner and spirit as that of India. Moreover, the kings of Kucha also visited sacred 

places of the Buddha to pay homage as Hstian-tsang's quotation of the legend35 suggests. 

According to Hstian-tsang, high-ranking monks took part in the king' s issue of 

decrees. He reported that the king and ministers discussed state affairs on the fIfteenth of 

the month and at the end of the year, and that he visited the monks to consult about the 

issuance of decrees. It is notable that it was the king who visited the monks to consult, 

rather than for the king to order the monks to come to the royal palace. To some extent, 

Kucha seems to have maintained an archaic relationship between kingship and s8ll)gha as 

it was described in the early Buddhist teachings. The kings of Kucha seem to have 

respected the relative superiority of spiritual authority over their mundane authority of 

kingship. 

Toward the end of the sevent~ to the eighth century, two reports regarding Kucha 

simply state that the Kucheans study Hinayana texts only and are ignorant about the 

Mahayana. According to Hui-ying .~,36 the Khotanese monk Shih-yu-nan-t'o 

~XII~ reported that an Indian monk brought the Avatanpaka siltTa to Kucha, which 

nobody took interest in, and the monk returned to India in vain with the sutra. Hui-ch'ao, 

in the beginning of the ei ghth century, also stated that the people in Kucha practiced the 

dharma of Hinayana and ate meat and onions. At that time, Mahayana including tantric 

Buddhism seems to have been practiced only by foreign monks in Kucha, Chinese and 

some others, in addition to a few Kucheans. Mahayana Buddhism, however, did not die 

out completely in Kucha. Even in the eighth century, a Kuchean monk, Li-yen lIJa, and 

an Indian monk Dhannacandra (Fa-yiieb ~fJ) came to China and translated Mahayana 

35 Beal 22. The legend goes, "A former king of this country worshipped the 
'three precious' ones. Wishing to pay homage to the sacred relics of the outer world, he 
intrusted the affairs of the empire to .... " 

36 In his Hua-yen-ching kan-ying chuan ¥lMaJbf~ (cited by Hatani 386). 
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texts such as the Ta-ch' eng y-eh-teng-san-mo-ti ching *_ fI m'=:J;fJt!!3 and Yu-chia 

chen-tsung JltiIJDJt* in 726 C.E.37 

Hstian-tsang's report provides vital information on the subject of kingship and 

Buddhism in Kucha. In comparison with Khotan and Shan-shan, both Buddhist 

kingdoms, the s8l1)gha in Kucha enjoyed relative independence from the kingship. This 

was probably due to the fact that during the early phases of Buddhism in Central Asia, the 

S8l1)gha-based Nikaya schools, such as ~e Sarvastivadins, had a highly structured church 

organization, unlike Mahayana Buddhism. The king had to seek consultation and 

legitimization of his and his minister's decisions from the head of the s8l1)gha and, as 

dhannariija, had to carry out elaborate ritual functions in service of the S8Il)gha. As Kucha 

was not a Mahayana country, scriptures for the protection of the state such as the 

Suva17}f1prabhiisa-sutra were not spread there, however the idea of the cakravartin as the 

protector of Buddhism existed and was practiced by the kings of Kucha. 

Tokharian Buddhist Texts 

To some extent it is possible to delineate the nature of the Buddhism of Kucha from 

indigenous sources, since many Buddhist texts in Tokharian were found in both Kucha 

and the ancient Agni (Qara§ahr) region. ToIcharian A texts, which were fOWld in Soreuq 

near Qara§ahr, east of Kucha, are all Buddhist in their content and are kept in the Berlin 

Collection. A total of around 470 texts, including many fragmented parts of possibly the 

same texts, have been published in the fonn of transcription and/or facsimile by Oennan 

scholars since the 1920's, including over 60 texts translated either into German or into 

English. Tokharian B texts, written in at least three different dialects due to a much wider 

distribution than those of Tokharian A, were found mainly in the Thousand Buddhas 

Caves of Kizil and in Sorcuq. Over 780 texts!fragments in Tokharian B are known to 

37 Chen-yiian lu ~JC'. (Buddhist Catalogue compiled 800 C.E. by YUan-chao et 
aI.), voL 14. See Hatani 386. 
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exist in Gennany, and a much lesser number in England, France, Russia, and Japan. The 

scripts used for Tokharian are Indian scripts, called slanting Gupta or Northern Central 

Asian Brahmi, which date from roughly around the sixth to the eighth century C.E.38 

The content of Tokharian texts in both A and B is difficult to identify clearly due to the 

fragmentary condition of the manuscripts and the lack of direct correspondence to the 

Chinese texts. Unlike Khotanese or Old Turkic Buddhist texts, Tokharians did not 

translate Chinese texts and there is little evidence that the Chinese translated ToIcharian 

texts, although there are some hints of exceptions in bibliographic Chinese sources and 

elsewhere.39 It is rather intriguing to see that the Tokharian speakers had their own center 

of culture and Buddhism, almost completely independent from the Chinese, who were 

close to them geographically. For instance, Turfan, oo1y about 350 kIn east of Soreuq,40 

was under the Chinese warlord of Kao-ch'ang, ChU-shih g~, or under T'ang China 

during the sixth to eighth centuries, the time from which most of the Tokharian texts can 

be roughly dated. 

The texts of ToIcharian A and B include many j8takas and avadanas, Agama-related 

texts, abhidhanna texts, vinaya, stotras, and other Hioayana texts. Mahayana texts are 

found only in Tokharian B, as possible fragments of the Karu1}o-pu1}qarika sutra and 

. 38 See L. Sander, "Buddhist Literature in Central Asia, n Encyclopaedia of 
Buddhism, 4.1 (Colombo 1981), 52-75. 

39 For example, see Collected Records, vol. 1, chapter 4: Hu-han-i yin-i t'ung-i 
chi QJ]rliRil_lRJ~je (Taisho, 55, 4bc-5a) etc. See also Ono Oenmyo, "Kucha 
shumfuto kutsuin no kabegald to sono geijyutsu shlso" [Murals and art, the Cave temples 
of Kucha], Shigaku zasshi 39:9 (1929), 917; Kamata Shigeo, ChiIgoku buklcyo-shi 
[History of Chinese Buddhism], voL 2 (Tokyo: Tokyo University Press, 1983), 278-9. 

40 According to Winter, Sorcuq was the center of the ToIcharian culture and 
Buddhism since the most authentic or archaic fonn of both Tokharian A and B were found 
in SorCuq. See Werner Winter, "Linguistic Classification of Tocharian B texts," Journal 
of the American Oriental Society 75 (1955): 224. 
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other tantric texts, as noted by Levi 41 and others. Most of the texts were translated from 

Sanskrit or Prakrit. There is a colophon which states this clearly and many Sanskrit loan 

words in Tokharian suggest the same. Tokharian monks probably studied and read 

Sanskrit texts directly, hence Tokharian B texts were translated from Indian languages in 

order to teach the lay-people of Kucha in their vernacular language.42 This explains why 

very few abidharma-related texts in Tokharian were found Abhidhanna, one of the most 

prominent teachings of the Sarvastivadins, was studied by the monks in Sanskrit, hence 

some Abhidhanna manuscripts in Sanskrit, but not in Tokharian, were discovered in 

Kucha, Qarashahr, Tun-huang, and the Turfan region.43 In terms of subject matter, 

Tokharian texts correspond partially with the Chinese texts which were translated by the 

Kuchean monks, since both contain Vinaya, tantric, yoga, and Maitreya-related texts. 

Some examples of Tokharian Buddhist texts are:44 

Jataka and Avadana 
Ar8I}.emi-jatalea, ~aQQanta-jataka, Miigapakha-jataka, Siiryodgamapratiharya
jataka, KOJikaraQavadana, Urunadayanti-jataka, Visvantara-jataka, PuQyavanta
jataka. 

Agamaclass 
Udtinavarga, Udanalaliktira, Dirghagama, Nidana-sa11}yukta 

Abhidhanna class 
Abhidharmavattira-prakaral}Q, possible fragments of the Abhidharma kosa 

41 Sylvain Levi, "On a Tantrik fragment from Kucha (Central Asia),fl Indian 
Historical Quarterly 12 (1936). 

42 Unlike Tokharian B, Tokharian A texts are all Buddhist texts and nothing else. 
This suggests that the vernacular language of the Qardahr region was different from the 
church-language (ToIcharian A) at that time. 

43 For the examples of the abhidharma texts from the region, see Lore Sander and 
Ernst Waldschmidt, Sanskrithandschriften aus den Turfanfunden, Tell IV (Wiesbaden: 
Franz Steiner, 1980) 247-263; JWlkichi Imanishi, Dos Paiicavastukam und die 
paiicavastukavibhti~ti (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1969). 

44 Tokharian texts which were published in transcription only or with translation. 
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Stotras 
Satapaiictisatkastotra, Udana stotras, Buddha stotras. 

Vinaya 
Vinaya and priitimo~ fragments 

Mahayana class 
Mahtiparinirvti1}a-siitra, Yogasataka, Karu1)iipu1)ljariko-sutra, a tantric fragment. 

Others 
Karmavibhariga, Catu~pari~at-siitra, Dasottara-sutra, Karmavdcanti, Pra1}idhi 

The Tokharian A version of the Ko!ikar1}dvadana45 was studied by lnolruchi46 who 

found that it was closer in content to the version included in the Sarvtistivdda-vinaya or 

Shih-sung Iii +Mif$ in Chinese than to the Sanskrit or Pali versions in the Divydvadtina or 

the Millasarvtistivtida vinayavastu. This does not mean that the Tokharian version was 

translated from Chinese or vice versa since the fonner was written in rhymed verses and 

the latter in prose. Nevertheless they probably originated from the same recension of the 

story in its early fonn of the development of the avadana in Central Asia. The Chinese 

version was translated into Chinese in 404 C.E. by PUJ)yatara and Kumarajiva, the 

Kuchean translator, a fact which may partially explain the similarity between them. Since 

there are no vinayas of the schools which spell out the details of the the story related to 

KOJikan)a, except that of the Sarvastivadins, this Tokharian fragment shows its defmite 

affiliation to the school in the Qarashahr and Kucha region. 

45 The transcription of the avadana (fragments) is available in Emil Sieg and 
Wilhelm Siegling, Tocharische Sprachreste (Berlin: Vereinigung Wissenschaftlicher 
Verleger, 1921), 186-188. 

46 Inokuchi Taijun, Chilo-Ajia go kodai-go bunken [Texts in Ancient Languages 
of the Western Region], Seiiki Bunka kenkyii, Vol. 4, Supplement (Kyoto: Hozakan, 
1961),322-332. There are exactly five different scenes in which KOJikan)a meets with 
different pretas, in both the Tokharian and Chinese versions. The Sanskrit versions have 
additional scenes included and the Pall version is far removed from the Tokharian 
version. 
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Was the Kuchean s3ll)gha related to any specific group of the Sarvastivadins7 The 

study of the Udanala11}kiira, the commentary of the Udanavarga, shows it relates to a 

certain specific school of.the Sarvastivadins in Kashmir, since the text contains many 

abhidhanna concepts deimed by the schoo1.4: Through the study of different kinds of 

abhidarma texts available, we know that the Sarvastivadins were already split into two 

factions before or around the second century B.e.E. and further sub-divided into many 

factions even within the Kashmiri Sarvastivadins. According to Inoue, there are mainly 

two abhidanna texts in Chinese, which roughly correspond to the Tokharian 

UdanaIa11)kara, i.e., the Abhidharma vibha~a-sastra ~~~ 48 and the Abhidharma -

mahavibha~a-stistra *m~rP~,49 each of which was compiled by different schools 

within the Sarvastivadins. 50 As the study shows that the Tokharian text is closest to the 

latter Chinese text, Dharmasoma, the commentator of the Udanala11)kara, probably 

belonged to the particular subdivision of the Sarvastivadin which was related to the 

Abhidharma-mahavibha~a-sastra. Thus the Sarvastivadins in Kucha might have been 

related to the particular faction of the same school in Kashmir. 

In general, Tolcharian Buddhist texts have so far been studied primarily by linguists 

and there has not been enough work done by Buddhoiogists to determine the religio-

47 Inoue Yasuyoshi, "Tokara-go butten Udanalall)kara ni okeru abidaruma-teki 
chfikai" [Abhidhanna Commentary in the Tokharian Udan8l8I1)kara], Bukkyo-gaku kenkyu 
29 (1972): 60. 

48 A-p'i-t' an p' o-sha lun IrnIBlt.~~ifi. This commentary is attributed to 
Katyayaniputra and translated by Buddhavarman, together with Tao-t'ai ~_ in 437-439 
C.E. Nanjio 278. 

49 A-p'i-ta-mo ta-p'i-p' o-sha lun tmJBlt~Ift*m~~ifi was compiled by five 
hundred Arahats, headed by venerable Vasumitra, 400 years after the Buddha's entering 
NilVana. It was translated by HsUan-tsang (656-659 C.E.). Nanjio 278. 

50 As the abhidhanna texts include critical comments regarding the ideas of non
Buddhist, other Nildiya schools, and/or even of other factions within the same school, this 
similarity to a particular text reveals affiliation to the specific sChool to which the text is 
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historical background of the texts or to systematically compare the contents of Tokharian 

texts with different versions in other languages. As Tokharian Buddhism seems very 

different from Chinese Mahayana Buddhism or even from the Theravada of the Southeast 

Asian countries in its soteriological frmnework and in its historical setting, further studies 

of ToIcharian texts will facilitate the knowledge of some aspects of Tokharian Buddhism 

unknown from the Chinese sources. 

Kizll Caves of Kucha 

The Kizil caves, situated 65 Ian west of Kucha, constitute the largest Buddhist cave 

complex in the Kucha region. Over 236 cave temples in Kizil, with various paintings 

along the walls and ceilings inside, were carved on the cliffs stretching from east to west 

for a length of 2 kIn. As in ToIcharian literature, the main subjects of the murals are 

jatalcas, avadanas, and legends of the Buddha, some of which are depicted inside the 

repetitive patterns of diamond-shaped mountains in many layers on top of one another to 

show the narrative sequences of the scenes. According to Gri1nwedel,51 these murals on 

the walls of the caves are dated from the third to the eighth century C.B. The earlier 

paintings reflect more Greco-Roman or Gandharan influences while the later ones are a 

blending of Indian and indigenous style and coloring. Later caves seem to have fewer 

legends and/or jatakas, being replaced by the repetitive designs of the small thousand 

Buddha motifs, or sitting Buddhas with .nimbuses. One common characteristic throughout 

the caves is a lack of QUnese influence an stylistic features. 

related. 

51 Albert GrUnwedel, Altbuddhistische Kultstiitten in Chinesisch-Turkistan 
(Berlin:Druck und Verlag von George Reimer, 1912). For more recent art-historical 
accounts on Kizil, seeM. Yaldiz, Archiiologie und Kunstgeschichte Chinesisch
Zentralasiens (Xinjiang) (Leiden: E.J. Brill, .1987), 17-98. 
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WaidschmidtS2 classified the art of the region into three distinct periods: 

1) Indo-Hellenistic (Gandharan) -- until c. 600 C.E. 
2) Tokharian period centered around Kucha -- until c. 800 C.E. 
3) Turkic-Chinese period centered around Turfan -- from c. 800 C.E. onwards. 

Along the lines of Waldschmidt, Gabain53 noted several characteristics of the Tokharian 

period. First, foreigners (non-Tokharians such as Indians) on the wall paintings were 

portrayed with distinguishing facial and ethnic features, which can be compared to more 

stylized facial features of themselves. Secondly, the ancient Indian warriors were depicted 

with Iranian costumes and styles. According to Oabain, these Tokharian artistic styles 

were passed onto the Uighur art in the later Turkic period. 

Indian stylistic influences are seen in two different levels; earlier Gandharan elements 

such as the winged angels, Garu4a with serpents in its beak, or the sun god on a chariot, 

and later Indian motifs such as the depiction of Lord Siva and Parvati with a stylistic 

emphasis on the physical body.54 Unlike textual study, art historical studies reveal the 

local culture of the population in the Kucha region, namely the Iranian culture, which is 

distinct in many aspects of the Kizil caves, such as in the structure of the caves, the style 

of paintings, and the ornamental and/or decorative details. For example, the square cave 

with round ceiling (Cave No. 92) reflects Persian architecture, in common with the 

Pandrentham in Gandhara and the caves of Bamiyan in Afghanistan. The diadem 

decorated with beads and disks worn by Maitreya and Boddhisattvas, with white ribbons 

52 A von Le Coq and Ernst Waldschmidt, Die buddhistische Spiitontike in 
Mittelasie~ Bd vn (Berlin: Verlag Dietrich Reimer Emstvohsen, 1933),29 

53 Annemarie Gabain, Dos Uigurische Konigreich von Cholscho (Berlin: 
Akademie Verlag, 1961),26-36. 

54 Ueno Teruo, "Kiziru Sen-butsu-do no Bukkyo bijyutsu ni okeru Indo-teki kei
shiki n [Indian Stylistic elements on the Buddhist art of the Thousand Buddha Caves of 
Kizil], Buddhaico 50 (1962), 19-21. 
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banging from both sides, originated from the crown of the 'Sasanian king, the symbol of 

divine kingship. The decorative motifs, birds or other animals in the pearl medallion on 

the clothes of donors (Cave 8) are also typical patterns used in Persian silk textiles and 

silver work of the Sasanian period 55 

Many of the jatakas depicted in the caves can be identified in the Mahajatakamala, 

Bodhisattvavadanakalpalat~ and Ma1}icuda-avadd.na among Hinayana texts. 56 Jatakas 

do not necessarily demonstrate affiliation to particular schools since both Hinayana and 

Mahayana schools used jatakas as a significant part of their religious teachings. Hence 

Mahayana scriptures such as the KaruQapu1)4arika-sutra, Mahasaninipata-sfitra, and 

Hsien-yii ching R~ (Siltra o/the Wise and the Foolish) also contain these jatakas of 

the caves. Moreover, the most frequent subject of the jatakas of the Kizil caves, the bodily 

sacrifice or giving up part or the whole of body for the sake of others or for the Dhanna, 

can be interpreted in either a Hinayana or Mahayana way. In the Hinayana environment 

of Kucha, bodily sacrifice was considered to be an important practice on the path of 

enlightenment for monks and laymen in spirit even if it was not taken literally. Such 

practice was expanded in Mahayana as one of the Six Piiramitas57 which a Bodhisattva 

has to practice. In Kizil's case, the jatakas and avadanas belong to the tradition of the 

Sarvastivadins, as Hatani noted that there is at least one mural which depicts the Buddha's 

miracle of walldng on the water of Ganges River, which was described exclusively in the 

MiUasarvastivadavinayavastu, the vinaya text of the school. 

5S Ueno 25. 

56 Hadani Ryotei, "Kaku-shyoku kutsu-in ni okeru bukkyo gei-jyutsu ni kansuru 
mon-dai" [Problems on the Buddhist art of the Kizil Caves], Gendai Bukkyo 9 (1921): 21. 

57 The six paramitiis are dana (almsgiving), sila (precepts), Iqanti (forbearance), 
virya (assiduousness), dhyana (meditation), prajiia (wisdom). 
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The popularity of bodily sacrifice was also reported by Fa-hsien~. (394-416 

C.E.) who notes that in Gandhara, the stfipas named" sacrifice with flesh," "giving one's 

eyes," or "giving one's head" were more popular that those named "enlightenment" or 

"preaching the law." 58 He reported such practice as Mahayana, although Gandharan 

Buddhism, like Kuchean, was centered around the Sarvastivadins. Kucha must have 

imported such popular Buddhist culture from Gandhara. 

Most of the paintings of legends of the Buddha's life can be also traced to Hmayana 

texts such as the Millasarvastivadavinayavastu, Fo pen-hsing chi ching tA*fr •• , P'u

yao ching tf 111*1, the Sutralankara lastra, T' ai-tzu jui-ying pen chi ching 

:;t.:rJffiJ£5*aa3, and Kuo-ch'ii hsien-tsai yin-kuo ching 1iI~m:(£~*tiI and others. 

Especially the early murals of the legends show the Hinayana tendency toward "worship 

of the Buddha alone" 59 by putting the Buddha himself as the center of focus rather than 

the thousand Buddhas, for example. Another Hinayan8 feature in Kizil can be detected in 

the frequency of appearance of the Nirval)a scenes among the early caves, wherein 

enlightenment is represented as the Buddha's Parinirv8i)a or his death itself as the state of 

the total cessation of desire and ignorance as the freest eternal state of life according to 

Hinayana teaching.60 Moreover, the depiction of the Panca gatayal} in cave No.17S also 

58 James Legge (tr), Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms (Oxford: The Clarendon 
Press, 1886), 32. 

59 The Collected Records, vol. 5, Hsiao-ch' eng mi-hsiieh chu-fa-tu-tsao i-i chi 
IJ\~~~~~1f~~.aa (Taisho, vol. 55, No. 2145, 4Oc-41b). 

60 Ma Shih-ch 'ang and Ting Ming-yi, "Kiziru sekkutsu no Butsuden-hekiga" [The 
Murals of the Legends of Buddha in Kizil Caves], in Kiziru sekkutsu (3), 218. 
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complies with the five paths61 of the Sarvastivadins, but not the other Nilcaya schoo1s62 

which describe six paths. Thus there seems to be enough evidence to show that the art of 

Kizil was an artistic representation of the Sarvastivadins. 

Nirv8Qa scenes of the Buddha in a coffin are usually depicted on the wall behind the 

niche of the Buddha of various caves. The ParinirvaQ8 scenes, originating from 

Gandhara, are composed of mourners, lamenting gods, and disciples around the lying 

Buddha in the coffin. Ma and Ting have noted that the depiction of the nirviiQa scene 

complies with some details described in the Abhidharma vibhti~ti-stistra, vol. 32, the 

abhidhanna text of the Sarvastivadins, but not with the Mahayana texts.63 The scene does 

not owe much to the art of India proper, but rather developed in divergent ways in Central 

Asia and China The expression of the mourners, pulling their hair and cutting their faces 

with a knife is not from Indian Buddhist tradition but from Central Asian funeral customs 

as described by Al-Bimni and Mahmud al Kashgari.64 They reported that east Iranians, 

including Sogdians, had such customs at funeral rites as violent mourning with bleeding, 

which was believed to bring about the resurrection of the dead person. Although they 

reported the custom around the tenth century or later, such funeral rites were believed to 

have been widely practiced by Eurasian nomads and the sedentary populations of Central 

Asia from pre-Buddhist times. 

61 The five paths are five basic states of life which include hell, hunger, animality, 
human, and heaven. 

62 For example, the texts of Vatsiputriya and other schools describe six paths, 

including anger (asura). 

63 Yu-yii-i nieh-p'an i ;ff*{t(~"ii cited by Ma and Ting 212. 

64 Miyaji Aldra t nChii-o ajia ni okeru nehan-zu no zuzO ni tsuite ll [Regarding the 
artistic representation of Parinirv8t)8 scenes in Central Asia], Oriento 24 (March 1982): 
32. 
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Who were the commissioners of these vast and elaborate cave temples of Kizil1 

There are two hints regarding this question. One of them is the depiction of donors in 

Cave No. 865 and the Tibetan inscriptions regarding the commissioner and painters of the 

Kizil Caves. In the Indian Buddhist art of Ajanta and Gandhara, donors are not usually 

depicted clearly, if at all. In Kizil, local aristocratic donors are represented in their long 

mantles with wide flaring lapels. The male figures with short and long swords at their 

waists are depicted in a rather fonnal and monumental manner. Unlike the Indian style, 

bodily elements are minimized and the clothes are emphasized in a two dimensional, 

decorative manner. Why are there such distinctively mundane donor figures in the Kizil 

caves which were built for Buddhist prayer and meditation? It can be interpreted that the 

secular authority did not hesitate to express its power in the religious domain as both the 

secular and religious authority was often intenningled for mutual dependency in Kucha. 

The domination of political authority, which penneated the religious arena is symbolicly 

demonstrated here in Kizil. The power of politico-military authority was a prime necessity 

for the survival of the Central Asian kingdoms where so many different races and peoples 

were constantly striving for existence and domination. 

Regarding the patronage of the caves, a text explaining the map of the Kucha area in 

Tibetan found in Kucha by Grilnwedel describes the paintings in the older caves66 as 

being commissioned by a Tokharian (Tbogar) king called "Mendre" with the advice of 

Anandavarman, a high-ranking monk.6 7 The king ordered an Indian artist, 

Naravahanadatta, and a Syrian artist, Priyaratna, with their disciples to paint the caves. 

6S The celebrated Cave of Sixteen Sword-Bearers dated around sixth/seventh 
century. 

66 Mischen-hole and Staten-hole in the Gennan naming system. 

67 Albert Griinwedel, Alt-Kutscha (Berlin: o. Elsner Verlagsgessellschaft m.b.h, 
1920), S. I., 10 (1): I, fi, 1, 12(4); Hatani Ryotei, Gendai Bukkyo, 24. 
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Khotanese (ZiIi-li) kings Vijayavardhana and Murlimin also assisted with the painting of 

the life of Buddha Sakyamuni in the Cave 6068 by sending artists called Amoghabindu, 

Lipidatta, and Agathadima. Thus the Tokharian King Mendre and likely other Kuchean 

kings at different times played a major part in creating the Buddhist complex at Kizil, with 

the help of other neighboring kings in gathering a rather international group of artists at 

that time. Thus art-historical studies show that the Kuchean kings, as Buddhist kings, 

protected and promoted mostly the N~ya Buddhism dominated by the Sarvastivadins in 

Kucha. 

Summary and Conclusion: Kingship and Sall)gha in Kucha 

In the early phase, Buddhism spread in Kucha probably from the king' s court and 

aristocrats, as there were many early monks who had the royal surname of Poi or Po. By 

the third century, Buddhism was well established in Kucha as some missionary monks 

from there started to arrive in China to transmit various Hioayana and Mahayana texts. In 

the fourth century, Kumarajiva, under the patronage of the king Pai-ch'un, preached 

Mahayana texts and established a Mahayana basis in Kucha at least temporarily. His 

Mahayana mission was most appreciated in China, where he translated over 300 

Mahayana texts; while Buddhism in Kucha simply continued to be dominated by the 

Sarvastivadins until the seventh century C.E. Kucha was not an exclusively Hinayana 

Buddhist country, however, since the Sarvastivadins dominated Kucha for half a 

millennium. 

Studies of Tokharian Buddhist texts also confrrm the co-existence of various schools 

despite the predominance of the Sarvastivadins. No Tolcharian texts dated before the sixth 

century have been found up to the present and most of the extant texts are dated around the 

sixth to eighth century C.E. These include many jatakas, avadana, Agamas, abhidhanna 

68 The Grtisste-hole in Gennan classification. 
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texts, vinaya and even Mahayana texts. These texts do not include infonnation concerning 

from which schools they were generated, but study shows that the Tokharian 

Ko/ikar1)avadana is closest to the version in the Sarvastivada-vinaya. Another textual 

study of the U dana/a11}kQra further postulated that the school in Kucha was one of the 

sub-divided groups of t}.le Kashmiri Sarvastivadins. 

The Kizil caves near Kucha, unlike those of Indian or Chinese construction, represent 

a rather unique Buddhist art of the Sarvasti vadins, which dominated the s8l1)ghas of 

Kucha for over half a millennium until the end of the tenth century C.E., this despite there 

being some Mahayana motifs of the thousand Buddhas among later caves in Kizil. The 

most popular theme depicted in the jatakas, bodily sacrifice and the nirvaQa scenes, both 

point to the direction of Gandhara as the source of artistic and religious inspiration in the 

two levels of popular and scholastic Buddhism. Studies of the Kizil cave paintings reveal 

the influence of Iranian culture on the Kucheans, although they were not Iranian speakers. 

Furthennore the decorative and monumental depiction of the aristocratic donors in the 

Kizil caves suggests that the mundane authority headed by the king influenced the 

religious domain to some extent in Kucha, as the donors are almost never distinctively 

depicted in religious paintings in India, where Buddhism tried to be independent from the 

secular authority in its early period. The Tibetan inscription also described a Tokharian 

king, who with the help of the Khotanese kings, gathered artists to decorate the Kizil cave 

as a commissioner. Both Tokharian textual and art historical studies of Buddhism in 

Kucha point out the predominance of the school of the Sarvastivadins originating from 

Kashmir. The increase of Mahayana elements in the later Kizil paintings, however, is not 

attested in textual studies or the Chinese monks' reports, which describe the Hinayana 

dominance in Kucha during the seventh century C.E. and onwards. 

Some Kuchean kings occasionally favored certain monks of the Mahayana school, 

which did not seem to upset the noble monks of the Nikaya school particularly. The 
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dominant Sarv8stivadins and other Nikaya schools sometimes co-existed with the 

Mahayana and, at other times, they were more intolerant of it. Nevertheless both the 

SaJl)ghas and the kings of Kucha treated foreign monks respectfully, whether they were 

Indian, Chinese, or Central Asian, regardless of their difference in school, despite the fact 

that there were major differences in their respected vinayas and texts, depending on the 

particular schools. 

Like other Central Asian oasis states, Buddhism in Kucha had to draw the interest and 

dedication of the aristocrats and kings in order to establish a fmn basis as the state religion 

in the kingdom. Most missionary monks from Kucha in China had royal or aristocratic 

background as is known from from their surnames in the early phase of Kuchean 

Buddhism in the third and fourth century C.E. KumaraJlva was one such monk with a 

royal background, who was at times treated by the Kuchean king as higher than the king 

himself. The king traveled a long distance to the next kingdom in order to welcome 

Kumarujiva and offered him an eleboratedly decorated chair, which was placed higher 

than the ldng's chair, on which to sit and preach when they arrived back at Kucha In the 

seventh century, HsUan-tsang was also treated with respect by the Kuchean king in a 

similar manner. Does this mean that the religious authority dominated over the kingship in 

Kucha1 That seems to be the case only in a symbolic sense, as it was part of the religious 

prescriptions which led Buddhist kings to subscribe to a certain pattern of behavior in 

order to show respect to noble Buddhist monks. Such prescriptions are most vividly 

depicted in the roles of the kings in Buddhist ceremonies such as Paiica-var~ikti-pari~ad, 

the procession of Buddha images, and the commissioning of the Kizil caves. 

The kings were the central figures of these ceremonies and rituals, showing a good 

example of "giving away," or generous spirit in the act of donation to the s8Iijgha and poor 

people, an act frequently depicted in the paintings of the Jatakas in the Kizil caves. The 

buildings of s8IJ.lgharama were donated by the kings and named after them. These kingly 
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duties and services as Buddhist monarchs were compensated for by getting support from 

the S8I1}ghas when a king had to consult concerning the issue of decrees with the head of 

the s8lJ.ghas, who officially represented the whole religious community in Kucha. The 

royal palace of Kucha was almost indistinguishable from a Buddhist temple as both were 

full of Buddha statues and other Buddhist objects. The palace symbolism celebrated the 

integrated relationship between church and state in Kucha, which was common among 

Central Asian Buddhist kingdoms in general. 

What was the influence of kingship on the religious domain? Unlike other Buddhist 

kingdoms in Central Asia, such as Khotan or Kroraina, there is no evidence that kingship 

interfered in the domain of the s8I1)gha in Kucha. This might have been due to the strength 

of the Sarvastivaclin s8l1)gha, with its relatively structured religious order independent of 

the secular powers, such as kingship, other than for fmancial or material support. This 

was closer to the ideal of early Indian Buddhism in its immunity to political authority. 

Such, however, may be an idealization from the point of view of the Buddhist s3ll)gha l as 

we do not have enough evidence to fmnly support the above assumption. Nevertheless it 

implies that Mahayana Buddhism seems to have been more open to the penetration of 

secular powers, such as kingship, as seen in the kingdoms of Khotan and Kroraina than 

the S8Il)gha-oriented Nikaya school of Kucha. As far as we know, unlike Khotan, the 

king's personal favor for some Mahayana monks did not change the fate of the 

Sarvastivadins nor the rest of the history of Buddhism in Kucha. The only example of the 

intrusion of kingship in the religious sphere is the donor figures in the Kizil caves, which 

can be interpreted as an invasion of mundane power into the regious domain. This may, 

however, probably be taken more as an indication of the integration of Buddhism and 

secular power than an intrusion of Central Asian kingship on Buddhism in Kucha.69 

69 Long after I had fmished this paper, I became aware of Xu Wenkan's excellent 
article on the same subject, though from a diffrent angle. See "The Tokharians and 
Buddhism," Studies of Central and East Asian Religions, 9 (1996): 1-17. 
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